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Abstract

Ž .The activity of alkaline phosphatase AP shows a change in optimum pH in the opposite direction to the applied
Ž .change in storage pH. Typically, a change in storage pH from 9.8 to 8.5 results in a reversible change of the

pH-optimum from 10.0 to 10.8. Protein fluorescence analysis shows that this response is probably due to conforma-
tional changes induced by the different storage conditions. As storage pH increases, a more ‘open’ or less ‘compact’

Ž .conformation is attained. Analysis of the diprotic model a model which describes possible pH-responses of enzymes
indicates, that, as the AP conformation is getting more ‘open’, an increase in the dissociation of activity-regulating
protons of AP occurs. This leads to a decrease in pH-optimum, precisely as found in the experiment. The
prerequisite for such a response, however, is that the conformational adaptation to environmental assay pH is slow
Ž . Ž .hysteretic when compared with assay time 400 s . The relaxation time of this adaptation was found to be in the
order of 2 h. Q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

pH is an environmental parameter that affects
the properties of all proteins and enzymes. Since

w xthe early work by Michaelis and Davidsohn 1 ,
the occurrence of ‘bell-shaped’ activity curves has

w xbeen explained in terms of diprotic models 2]7
in which the enzyme is considered as a weak
2-protic acid, EH . In these models, the key as-2
sumption is that EHy is the main active enzyme
species, while EH or E2y are less active or inert.2
The assumed rapid equilibria between the dif-
ferent protonized and unprotonized enzyme
species are described by the different dissociation

EŽS . Žconstants K for making the appearance ofA ,B
the model less complex, we have omitted the

.protons in the equilibria :

The reaction between EHy and substrate S
may either be considered to be in a rapid equilib-
rium, or, alternatively, species EHSy may be in a
steady state. In both cases the same rate equation

Ž .is obtained see below . Whenever bell-shaped
pH-profiles are observed the turnover number k2
is the dominating term compared to k and k . It3 4
should be realized, however, that the above model
is a simplification, because substrate S could also

2y w xbind to enzyme species EH and E 8 . In2
addition, protons may become ‘sticky’, i.e. they
may not easily exchange between enzyme species
and the reaction medium. The situation where
protons are sticky have been considered by Cle-

w xland 7 .
An earlier study of the influence of pH on

Ž .higher plant nitrate reductase NR showed the
surprising result that NR’s pH-optimum moved in
the opposite direction to the pH-change of the

w xenzyme’s storage buffer 9 . The explanation of
this effect involved the argument that at increas-

Ž .ing storage pH values the enzyme’s conforma-
tion will become less ‘compact’ such that protons

from the enzyme’s surface become more easily
dissociable into the surrounding solution. In terms
of the diprotic model this is equivalent to an
increase of the dissociation constants K EŽS . orA
K EŽS . leading both to a reduction in the corre-B
sponding pK EŽS . values and to a lower optimumA ,B
pH. However, in order to reflect the change in
K EŽS . by storage pH during the assay, the timeA ,B
scale of conformational adaptation to assay pH

Ž .must be slow hysteretic compared with assay
w xtime 9 .

We are not aware of earlier reports describing
such an inverse relationship between storage pH
and pH-optimum, but were wondering whether
such behavior may also be observed for other
enzymes. In this paper we report results for alka-

Ž .line phosphatase AP . The reason for choosing
this enzyme was that AP is relatively stable, it is
available in high purity and its kinetic mechanism
w x10,11 as well as the three-dimensional structure
w x12,13 is known. In this paper we show that, as
for NR, APs pH-optimum also changes in the
opposite direction to a pH perturbation in a
storage buffer. The change in the pH-optimum is
reflected by a corresponding change of the en-
zyme’s intrinsic fluorescence, which fits with the
assumption that certain activity-related protons
may become more easily dissociable with increas-
ing storage pH.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Enzyme and substrate working solutions

Ž .Calf intestine alkaline phosphatase AP
Ž . ŽBoehringer Mannheim was stored at 48C as

.recommended by the manufacturer . One unit of
AP is the activity which hydrolyzes 1 mmol p-
nitrophenyl-phosphate in 1 min at 378C at pH 9.8
w x14 . The enzyme had a specific activity of 3141
unitsrmg protein. As a substrate working solution

Žp-nitrophenyl phosphate ) 95%, Boehringer
.Mannheim was dissolved in 0.1 M Tris of varying

pH. Due to the relative high buffer concentration,
no further adjustments of ionic strength were
considered necessary. An enzyme working solu-
tion with an activity of 1 unitr1000 ml in 0.1 M
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Tris and varying pH was prepared. The initial
substrate concentration in the reaction mixture
was 1.14 mM. All pH measurements were made
with a standard glass-electrode at 208C.

Change of storage buffer containing enzyme
was performed by ultrafiltration using a Centri-

Ž .con 30 spin column Amicon .

2.2. Spectroscopic methods

Prior to kinetic experiments and to allow equi-
libration to different storage pH values, the en-
zyme working solution was allowed to stand at
48C for approximately 24 h. Kinetic experiments,
however, were performed at 208C. Initial veloci-

Žties were measured spectrophotometrically at 410
.nm as the amount of formed p-nitrophenol. The

kinetic assay was performed by rapidly mixing 3
ml of substrate working solution with 100 ml of
enzyme working solution. The assay time was 400
s.

K values were estimated from double-re-M
ciprocal plots for six different substrate concen-
trations in the range 19 mM]1.14 mM. All dou-
ble-reciprocal plots were linear. No practical dif-
ferences were observed between simple or

w xweighted 15 double reciprocal plots.
Fluorescence measurements were made with a

Hitachi F-4500 spectrofluorimeter in a microcell
Ž .50 ml . AP fluorescence emission spectra were
recorded at an excitation wavelength of 280 nm
and at an AP concentration of 1 mM. The band
pass was 5 nm for both excitation and emission
wavelengths. To minimize the effect of fluctua-
tions in the sample, AP emission spectra F were
obtained as the mean of 25 repetitive scans
Ž .CAT-mode of fluorimeter . The deconvolution of
F into a linear combination of three gaussian

Ž .functions see below was performed by using
ŽKaleidaGraph Macintosh version 3.0.2, Abelbeck
.Software, 1993 . Three-dimensional emissionrex-

citation spectra were constructed from single
scans.

2.3. Adaptation kinetics to en¨ironmental pH change

We have investigated the time scale of the
reversible adaptation in enzyme activity at an

assay of pH 10.0 when the storage buffer is rapidly
changed from pH 10.0 to pH 7.3. For this pur-

Žpose, 0.01 units of AP dissolved in 200 ml 0.1 M
.Tris, pH 10.0 were allowed to equilibrate for

approximately 24 h at 48C. After this period the
enzyme was allowed to stand at 208C for approxi-
mately 1 h. Ten microliters of the equilibrated AP

Žsolution was mixed with 90 ml 0.1 M Tris pH
.5.5 . The resulting pH of the mixture was found

to be 7.3. After mixing, the enzyme activity slowly
adjusted to the new environmental pH. To de-

Ž .termine the time scale relaxation time of this
adaptation, the activity was measured for various
storage times by mixing 100 ml of enzyme solu-

Ž . Žtion with 3 ml pH 10.0 of substrate solution see
.above .

2.4. Diprotic model

All protonization and deprotonization reactions
are assumed to be in a rapid equilibrium. K E

A ,B
ES Ž .and K are the equilibrium dissociation con-A ,B

stants of the protonized forms of the free enzyme
and the enzyme substrate complex, respectively.
The reaction velocity ¨ in the diprotic model is
the sum of velocities of reactions R1]R3:

w yx w x w 2 yx w yx¨ s k EHS qk EH S qk ES sk EHS2 3 2 4 2

w qx ESk k KH3 4 B Ž .1q ? q ? 1qES½ 5w xk k HK2 2A

with

y 2yq qw x w Ž . x w x w Ž . xH EH S H E SEŽS . EŽS.K s , K s yA Bw Ž .xEH S w Ž . xEH S2

Ž .2

w x w xLet E be the total enzyme concentration S the0
Žconcentration of unbound substrate which is
.taken as the total substrate concentration ,

k qk2 y1w xV sk E ,K s ,0max 2 M k1

w qx EŽS .K kH B 3f s1q q ,as ,qEŽS. EŽS. w x kHK 2A
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w qx ESk KH4 Bbs , and f s1qa qb .qa b ES w xk HK2 A

Ž Ž ..The reaction velocity Eq. 1 will depend on pH
and the parameters a:

Ž .as a ,a , . . . , a1 2 7

Ž E E ES ES . Ž .s pK , pK , pK , pK , V , a , b 3A B A B max

Further algebra leads to:

fabŽ . w x Ž .¨ s¨ pH, a sV S 4max w xf K q f SE M ES

Parameters a were fitted to the experimental rate
data by minimizing the mean square deviation

2 Ž Ž . Ž ..2x sÝ ¨ pH y¨ pH, a between experi-pH exp
Ž . Ž .mental velocities ¨ pH and ¨ pH, a .exp

Minimization of x 2 is achieved by calculating the
gradients x 2r a for a given starting set ofi
parameters and by changing the parameters ai
iteratively along the steepest descent until gradi-

w xents approach zero 16 . The K values wereM
estimated experimentally and were not changed
during curve-fitting. pH-optima were determined

Ž .from the optimized ¨ pH, a by numerical inspec-
tion.

3. Results

3.1. pH-profiles

Fig. 1A shows the experimental velocities as a
function of assay and storage pH. For storage pH
values larger than 8.3 we observed ‘bell-shaped’
pH-profiles with a pH-optimum that decreases
with increasing storage pH. The solid lines in Fig.

Ž . Ž1A represent the fitted ¨ pH, a function Eq.
Ž ..4 . Below storage pH 8.3, the pH-profile became

Ž . Žmonotonic Fig. 1B,C . At an assay pH of 12.0 or
.higher a sudden drop in enzyme activity was
Ž .found Fig. 1C , which was probably due to partial

denaturation of the enzyme. The maximum activ-
ity of AP occurs at a storage pH of approximately
10.8 with a pH-optimum of approximately 9.8r9.9.
Increasing the storage pH above 10.8 results in a

Ž .decrease of activity Fig. 2A .

Ž .Fig. 1. A Initial velocities as a function of assay pH and
Ž .storage pH. Solid lines represent optimized functions ¨ pH, a

Ž Ž .. Ž .Eq. 4 . B By varying the storage pH from 8.52 to 8.24 the
pH-response changes from a ‘bell-shaped’ form to a ‘mono-

Ž .tonic’ profile. C At assay pH larger than 12.0 a sudden drop
in activity is observed. Solid lines represent now only the
connection between experimental data points.

Fig. 2B shows the variation of pH-optimum
with changing storage pH. The abrupt change at
storage pHf8.2 indicates the transition between
‘bell-shaped’ and ‘monotonic’ pH-profiles.
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Ž .Fig. 2. A Three-dimensional view of the experimental velocities as a function of storage and assay pH. Solid line indicates the
Ž .pH-optimum. B Determined pH-optimum as a function of storage pH. For storage pH values larger than 8.3 ‘bell-shaped’

pH-profiles are observed, where pH-optimum changes inversely with storage pH. In the range where a monotonic response is
Ž .observed Fig. 1C the pH-optimum is set to 11.5.

Ž .Fitting Eq. 4 to the experimental data points
Ž Ž ..leads to the optimized parameter set a Eq. 3 .

ŽThis set, however, changes with storage pH Fig.
. Ž3 . In the region of bell-shaped pH profiles stor-

.age pH larger than 8.3 , an increased storage pH
leads to an increase of dissociation constants K ES,A

E ES Ž .K , and K decrease in pK while there is onlyB B
E Ž .a slight variation in K Fig. 3A . When storageA

pH is below 8.2, the pK EŽS .s attain high valuesB
indicating that the K EŽS . constants are practicallyB
zero. Also a and b values show a clear change at

Ž .storage pH 8.2r8.3 Fig. 3B . V has its maxi-max
Žmum at a storage pH of approximately 10.8 Fig.

.3C , but no abrupt changes are observed at storage
pHf8.2. Fig. 3D shows the experimentally esti-

Ž .mated K values as pK as a function ofM M
storage pH.

3.2. Re¨ersibility

Reversibility of the storage pH induced pH-
profiles were tested by interchanging the storage
buffer of two enzyme samples between pH 5.5
and pH 10.5. We found that the influence of
storage pH on pH-profiles appear fully reversible
Ž .data not shown .

3.3. AP-fluorescence

We investigated AP’s intrinsic fluorescence to

see whether there is a correlation between possi-
ble conformational information and activity. The
fluorescent part in the single chain of calf intes-

Ž .tine AP consists of 4 tryptophan W , 14 pheny-
Ž . Ž . w xlalanine F and 20 tyrosine Y 17 . Fig. 4 shows

the three-dimensional fluorescence spectrum of 1
Ž .mM AP 0.1 M Tris, pH 7.5 in comparison with

the corresponding spectra of tryptophan, pheny-
lalanine, and tyrosine. Both the amino acids and
protein fluorescence show two peaks. For AP,
these peaks occur at l s225 nm and l s280ex ex
nm. Since the peak at the 280 nm excitation is
smoother, we have studied the AP fluorescence at
this wavelength. At l s280 nm phenylalanineex
Ž .F does not contribute to the observed emission
Ž . Ž .Fig. 5A . The tyrosine Y fluorescence is de-
scribed well by a one-gaussian function f :i

2maxŽ . Ž . Ž .f l sa exp ys lyl 5i i i i

in which a and s are constants, and lmax is thei i i
wavelength related to the maximum of f . Thei

Ž .tryptophan W fluorescence is described by a
2-gaussian fit, i.e. by a superposition of two fi

Ž .functions Fig. 5A . Indeed, there are indications
that the tryptophan fluorescence is a 2-compo-

w xnent process 18 .
The solid line in Fig. 5B shows the average of

25 repetitive emission spectra for AP stored at
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Fig. 3. A ] C The change of optimized parameters a in ¨ pH, a Eqs. 3 , 4 as a function of storage pH. D Experimentally
determined pK values.M

pH 7.5. A deconvolution of this spectrum into
three gaussian functions g

3
Ž .gs f 6Ý i

is1

shows that there is practically a perfect fit between
g and the experimental emission spectrum F.
This rather good description of the AP-fluores-

Ž Ž ..cence by the g-function Eq. 6 was observed for
all spectra taken, independently of storage pH!
As storage pH was changed, a change in the

Ž Ž ..parameters a , s and l Eq. 5 was alsoi i i
observed. Fig. 6A]C shows these changes for a
series of storage pH values. Interestingly, we
found a symmetrical change of amplitudes a and2
a , which seems to provide further evidence that3

Ž .f and f describe the same amino acid W .2 3
w xBased on the previous observations 18 that tryp-

tophan fluorescence appears to be described by a
2-component process together with the 2-gaussian
fit of tryptophan fluorescence, it is tempting to
consider f as the contribution of tyrosine and1

f q f as the tryptophan part to the AP emission2 3
spectrum.

Despite the fact that the experimental emission
spectra F are perfectly described by the g-func-
tion, the maximum fluorescence F and lmax max
Ž .Fig. 5B have been found to be subject to con-
siderable fluctuations. From three repetitive mea-
surements of the same set of AP solutions, the
average uncertainty in F and l was esti-max max

Žmated to be approximately 300]400 au arbitrary
.units and 1]2 nm, respectively. Fig. 6D shows

F and l from the experimental data frommax max

which the a , s and l of Fig. 6A]C werei i i

extracted. In addition, the experimental uncer-
tainties in F and l are indicated. The trendmax max
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional-fluorescence spectra of tyrosine, phenylalanine, tryptophan and AP at storage pH 7.5. The spectra were
Ž .constructed from single scans scan speed 30 000 nmrmin with a sampling interval of 5 nm. The white thick line indicates the

region of Rayleigh scattering.

of F and l as a function of storage pH is amax max
general decrease and increase, respectively. How-
ever, we always found an indication of two local
maxima in F at storage pHf7 and f10 andmax
a minimum in l at storage pHf10. As storagemax
pH becomes very high l is dramatically in-max
creasing and a corresponding decrease in F ismax
observed.

4. Discussion

As expressed in a review paper more than 30
w xyears ago 19 , the number of reports concerning

the effect of pH on the activity of various alkaline
phosphatases is legion. However, despite the large

amount of literature available on pH-effects on
this and other enzymes, we have not been able to
trace reports on inverse relationships between

w xpH-optimum and storage pH. Both NR 9 and
AP have in common that the substrate is present
in a single ionic form ‘S’ which is not affected by

Ž .the assay pH of the system data not shown . For
AP, the experimental ‘bell-shaped’ pH-profiles
are well described by the diprotic model. The

Ž .slight asymmetry in these profiles Fig. 1A indi-
cates that the acid form of the enzyme also ap-
pears to be kinetically active. From the a

Ž . Žparameter Fig. 3B , the activity of EH S reac-2
.tion channel R1 is approximately 12]16% of the

Ž .activity of the main route reaction channel R2 .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 5. A Emission spectra of tryptophan W , tyrosine Y
Ž .and phenylalanine F excited at l s280 nm, pH 7.5. Dashedex

Žlines show the curve fits of a single gaussian function f , Eq.i
Ž ..5 to the Y-fluorescence and a 2-gaussian function f q f tok j

Ž .the W-fluorescence. B Average AP emission spectrum F

from 25 single scans and its decomposition into the three
Ž .gaussian functions f , f , f storage pH 7.5 . Scan speed 12001 2 3

nmrmin, at l s280 nm. Vertical dashed line indicatesex
maximum emission F at emission wavelength l .max max

In the model’s most simple form, reaction
Žchannels R1 and R3 are neglected a and b both

.zero and the pH-optimum can be described as

1 E ESŽ .pH s pK qpKopt A A2

E w x ESK K q S KM B B1 Ž .y log 72 E ESž /w xK K q S KM A A

If K EŽS . and K EŽS . are of the same order ofA B
Ž . Ž .magnitude or equal the second term in Eq. 7

can be neglected. From this it can then easily be
seen that an increase of the dissociation constants

EŽS . EŽS. ŽK , K a decrease in the correspondingA B

.pK-values will lead to a decrease in pH-opti-
mum. For storage pH larger than 8.3 the pK EŽS .

A ,B
values decrease monotonically with increasing pH
Ž E .with the exception of pK indicating an in-A
crease in these dissociation constants. An in-
crease in storage pH is apparently one way to
induce increased proton dissociation from the
enzyme. The decrease of pK EŽS . is also accom-A ,B

Žpanied by a decrease of F and an increase inmax
. Ž .l as storage pH increases Fig. 6D . However,max

we are presently not able to explain the somewhat
more complicated behavior of pK E.A

The gradual increase of l for increasingmax
Ž .storage pH Fig. 6D is probably due to partial

unfolding of the enzyme and, due to that, an
increased interaction between solvent water and

w xthe fluorophore 20 . Due to the increased inter-
action between solvent and fluorophore, there is
a corresponding general decrease in F ,max
probably due to quenching by dissolved oxygen.
This possible quenching by dissolved O may be2
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Ž . Ž . maxFig. 6. A ] C Variation of optimized a , l , and s valuesi i i
Ž Ž .. Ž .of g Eq. 6 as a function of storage pH. D Experimental

F and l values as a function of storage pH. Averagemax max
Ž . Žexperimental uncertainties of F "350 au and l "1.5max max

.nm are indicated.

one source of the rather large experimental varia-
Ž .tions observed for F Fig. 6D . Another possi-max

bility to explain these large variations in F andmax
l may be due to structural fluctuations of themax

w xenzyme 21 .
Because AP works at the diffusion-controlled

w xlimit 10 , we may assume that ionization reac-
tions are fast. In the diprotic model this is re-
flected by the rapid equilibrium assumption of the
protonizationrde-protonization reactions. How-
ever, the dissociation constants will depend on
the enzyme’s conformation, which again will,
among other parameters, be a function of envi-
ronmental pH. The time scales of conformational
changes or protein folding range from extremely
fast elementary processes to exceedingly slow re-

w xactions 22 . However, in our case the time scale
of conformational rearrangement, for example
during an assay, must be slower than our assay
time of 400 s.

Fig. 7 shows the time scale of the activity
Ž .adaptation hysteresis when storage pH is

Žchanged from pH 10.0 to pH 7.3 see Section 2.3
.for experimental details . It was found that the

adaptation can be described as a 1st-order process
with a relaxation time of approximately 2 h. If the
conformational rearrangement would be more
rapid than the assay time, the pH-optimum would
reflect the enzyme’s conformation at assay pH
and should therefore be independent of storage
pH. Therefore in the AP and NR systems the
pH-optimum reflects the enzyme’s conformation
in the storage buffer, which will change only
slowly during the assay time. Due to this slow
time response of the conformational rearrange-
ment in the assay, AP and NR can be considered

w xto have hysteretic properties 23,24 . Indeed, NR
w xhas been shown to be a hysteretic enzyme 25 .

w xRicard et al. 26,27 have proposed a theoreti-
cal model for pH-induced cooperative effects in
hysteretic enzymes. Interestingly, this model pre-
dicts that the pK of an ionizable group is changed
upon a conformational transition induced by pH!

w xFowler and Walmsley 28 found during clinical
quality control of commercial AP-sera that dif-
ferent sera showed quite substantial differences
in pH-optimum, ranging from 9.75 up to 10.25.

Fig. 7. Logarithm of initial velocities as a function of storage
time when storage pH is changed from pH 10.0 to pH 7.3.
Linearity of the plot suggests that the decrease in velocity is a
1st-order process with a relaxation time of approximately 2 h.
The solid line represents the exponential fit ys0.003453=

Ž . Ž .exp y0.0083265 t Rs0.9945 where y is initial velocity and
t is storage time.
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Although these sera came from different
commercial suppliers and may, a priori, have dif-
ferent pH-optima, a possible reason of these dif-
ferences may have been different storage buffers
suggested by the manufacturers.

There is the question how general such an
inverse relationship between pH-optimum and
environmental pH actually is. It is apparently
independent of the type of buffer used, as this
inverse relationship is also observed in phosphate

w xbuffer 9 . Although we believe that other hys-
teretic enzymes may show an inverse relationship
between pH-optimum and storage pH, there will
also be systems with alternative types of respon-
ses. For example, preliminary results from wheat

Žgerm acid phosphatase Sigma; using the same
.substrate as in this study showed that an increase

in storage pH does not alter the pH-optimum
Ž .f7 observed, but a new shoulderrpeak at even

Ž .more acid assay pH f4.5 appeared. For high
storage pH, the activity of the new shoulder be-
came as large as the original pH-optimum. When
the substrate has different ionic forms that may
bind differently with the ionic forms of the en-
zyme, even more complicated response patterns
may arise.

5. Conclusion

The pH-optimum of alkaline phosphatase
changes reversibly in opposite direction to pH
changes of storage buffer. With an increase of
storage pH an increase of the proton dissociation
constants in the diprotic model are observed. In
addition, l and F increases and decreases,max max
respectively. Both increase in dissociation con-
stants and the change of F and l can bemax max
interpreted by a gradually more ‘open’ conforma-
tion of AP at storage conditions. This conforma-
tion adapts only slowly to the pH condition in the
assay. The inverse relationship between pH-opti-
mum and storage pH is expected to occur also for
other enzymes whenever an increase in storage

Ž .pH allows for a slow hysteretic conformational
change that increases the dissociation of activity-
related protons.

At l s280 nm the fluorescence of AP can beex
described with high precision as the sum of three

gaussian functions, one describing the putative
tyrosine fluorescence, while the other two de-
scribe the tryptophan fluorescence.
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